The Meeting

+ The first meeting in Latin America; 2nd in southern hemisphere
- Some drop in on-site attendance
+ Large number of local participants
+ Many newcomers and locals in the Hackathon
+ Large(st) number of remote attendees (?)
+ Support from ISOC
+ Support from LACNIC, ietf-lac group, many IETF participants
IETF 95 Participants

- 1002 people onsite
  - 171 newcomers
  - IETF 92 had 1176 people onsite midweek

- 55 countries
  - 140 here from South America
  - IETF 92 was 57 countries

*IETF 92 was held in Dallas, Texas*
The Actual Work

+ Impression: a very active meeting, work getting done
+ New projects in the Hackathon (TLS1.3, VPP, …)
+ Spin-offs from MARNEW workshop: LURK, ACCORD
+ BABEL, ITS, LPWAN BOFs
+ Setup of the ombudsteam, mailing list facilitators
+ New IPR rules and new note well in last call
Thank You